
Máquina Cóndor (version 4.0, 2016)

TOTAL EXPLANATION
OF THE ALGORITHM



In this presentation I’ll move from the simple 
to the less simple. First things first, Máquina 
Cóndor, the work I was invited to discuss, 
is composed of a soft immaterial machine 
(the program, the algorithm and the logical 
machine) and a hard, material machine (the 
ensemble of all the objects, of variable 
shapes, in which Máquina Cóndor has 
materialized). This work has been presented 
on several occasions between 2006 and 
2016, a period in which various modifications 
have taken place in the program and the 
installations.



The first of these materializations occurred 
on 2006 in Galería Gabriela Mistral, in 
Santiago de Chile. In this image, depicting 
the most recent version, we see a monitor 
exhibiting in real time a stanza generated 
by the machine, and also the generative 
process and a total description of the 
algorithm. This monitor corresponds to 
the most recent version of the machine, 
presented in the Centro Nacional de Arte 
Contemporáneo Cerrillos, also in Santiago, 
between 2016 and 2017.





This image depicts the first version, the one 
from 2006. In particular, a side view in which 
we see a scaffolding structure, part of ninety 
dismantled or gutted 5,5 inches TVs, an 
OKI 320 continuous form printer, three LED 
alphanumeric panels (that remind me of 
airports) and the Máquina Cóndor hardware 
(which we’ll see later in detail).

This “sculpture’s” (that’s how I call it) 
measures are 110 x 250 x 360 cms.



Here we see the same object from behind 
and the front. Notice the egyptianesque 
paper column. 





Here we see two details from the verses printed in paper contrasting with ones in the screen, 
that only exist during 3 minutes and 25 seconds.



Here we see a detail from one of the smaller 
TVs.







Here we see a second “sculpture” that was 
placed in another room of the same gallery 
(it has two rooms). This one is similar but not 
exactly the same. It’s a scaffolding structure 
and twelve 14 inches color TVs collected in 
Santiago’s “Mercado Persa” (the Chilean 
name for flea market). This “sculpture” is 110 
x 250 x 360 cms. 



Since we are dealing with color TVs receiving a monochrome signal, there 
are some chromatic variations determined by the calibration (it’d be better to 
speak of discalibration).





These TVs received the signal from the first sculpture.



Here we see what I call (a bit arbitrarily) the 
Máquina Cóndor Hardware: a completely 
ordinary computer from 2006, with three 
multiplexer ports equipped with 12 video 
cards each, a port for the LED panels and 
another for the OKI 320, which even in 2006 
constituted a deliberate anachronism.



It must be said that Máquina Cóndor didn’t 
transmit only inside the gallery, but also in 
the real public space, here in the centre of 
Santiago, and in the virtual space in: www.
maquinacondor.com.

http://www.maquinacondor.com
http://www.maquinacondor.com




One month later, this work was presented 
in Madrid in the Antimuseo de Arte 
Contemporáneo - El Ojo Atómico. Here, 
the web site was connected to a computer. 
Tons of matter were transformed in lumens 
and also in a few kilos (concretely in the real 
weight of a computer and a video projector).



Six years later, in 2012, this work was 
presented in Berlin’s Kunstraum Kreuzberg 
/ Bethanien as a part of an exhibition with 
works dealing only with foreign languages, 
this is, any languages that wasn’t German. 
Here, the machine was also presented only 
as a projection of a web site, but with some 
design alterations oriented to make more 
intelligible the stanzas production process: 
https://vimeo.com/38578006

https://vimeo.com/38578006


Also during 2012, Máquina Cóndor was 
connected to a seismometer. Thus, the 
generated prose started depending of 
a double conjunction: words searched 
and ranked in newspapers (I’ll return 
to that) and the force of the spectators 
steps. The prose used on this occasion 
was selected fragments from Athanasius 
Kircher’s Mundus Subterraneus (I’ll return 
to this variation combining hardware and 
software in a necessary and non-contingent 
fashion). What we see is: 1 glass cabinet, 
PC components, two seismometers and 
two dismantled 17 inches monitors. The 
installation was presented in the Biblioteca 
Nacional, in Santiago de Chile.









Let’s see the immaterial part now, the 
algorithm. As you can clearly see in this 
image, Máquina Cóndor is both a procedure 
and a set of finite steps aimed towards a 
result expressed in a diagram that includes 
a poem in this monitor and a few others in 
small TVs.

NOTE: This is the real poem (the one from 2016’s 
3.0 version [there’s a new version coming]): the 
relational structure disposed by me and through 
which the world “expresses” itself (Leibniz) by 
means of a piece that feeds from the “facts of the 
world” (Wittgenstein) filtered by newspapers, never 
neutral or objective and the hard facts of economy. 
The poem is not only a stanza but all the data, 
synchronized at unison, which, otherwise, are the 
only thing making it possible.



Why do I say “economy”? I say it because 
here we also deal with the values of 
lithium, copper, silver, gold, dollars, pesos, 
guaraníes, pounds, Saudi riyals, Congolese 
francs, euros, etc.). This is how it’s seen on 
the diagram.





On the other side, there is an engine 
searching and ranking 333 words related to 
two frequent issues in the newspapers: war 
and economy. These words can be seen on 
the top right corner of the screen, where we 
read, for example: “Brexit appears 16 times 
on The Economist”.



On its first version, the one from 2006, the 
machine limited itself to five web sites: The 
New York Times, The Washington Post, 
The Miami Herald, The Guardian and The 
Economist. The diagram was way more 
cryptic and the economic variable didn’t 
exist. In 2012 that number was increased 
and in 2016 it grew even more. I call the 
2016 version Máquina Cóndor 3.0.





Let’s return to the present: as you can see in the diagram, each ranked word 
belongs to a category. Pay attention: there are nine columns containing 
16 words each. In white you can see the ones that are active. This is, the 
ones substituting the originals at that moment in a memento mori by Luis 
de Góngora called De la Ambición Humana (1623):





[Butterfly], not only not [fearful],
but [reckless] and [fatally] [blind],

you want what the [flame] yet denies
the [Phoenix] [obstinate] on keeping its [wings],



At the moment the picture was taken (2016) it read:
 

[Conjunction], not only not [encephalic],
but [exhausted] and [aseptically] [basted],
you want what the [vivisection] yet denies

the [scalpel] [dysphonic] on keeping its [thanatologists],



It’s not a great poem, but it’s the process –the 
algorithm, the formula– what counts. Reality 
expresses itself through it in an objective way. 
It’s realism of quantification, of causality. It’s 
like a thermometer to check on the world. It’s 
what Wittgenstein called a “logical form” that 
reacts “so und so” – “thus and thus”. I prefer 
the Chilean expression “así y asá” (instead of 
the literal Spanish translation: “así y así”).



Now, in the diagram you’ll see four horizontal lines separating 
each one of the 16 words below each of the 9 columns

in 4 groups of 4.



These groups are not arbitrary because they 
respond to agglutinative criteria that in the 
beginning were thematic (autopsy revealing 
death by poisoning, autopsy revealing rape 
related death, Antigone syndrome in Chilean 
history) that now are trying to be grouped 
terms taken from anatomy, surgery and 
forensic medicine, that also make sense in 
other fields, for example, “basin” (geography), 
“pit” (geography and cemeteries), “vault” 
(architecture), “chamber” (architecture), 
“balloon” (aircraft, toys, etc), etc.



Let’s return to logic: in this version the machine worked only with the category associated with 
the word that appeared more times (it wasn’t repeated by ranking like on other occasions). I 
had the bad idea (or good) of including the word Trump and that word never stopped being on 
top of the ranking. I thought Trump wouldn’t win the election, but he did and he stayed there: 
like a cyst: “the word Trump appears 1029 times, it’s category number 0”.



Other things that happen with Donald Trump (picture taken by a spectator 
with his Smartphone): Trump appeared 666 times on the day of the 
opening.



You may ask, what does it choose between 
the 4 words in each of the 9 cases? That case 
is presented in point B of the explanation 
presented in the box, in the lower part of the 
monitor. There you can read: B) – Online 
inquiries and analysis of the trade values of 
natural resources, former African colonies, 
the Middle East and the countries where the 
Operación Cóndor took place.”





How does it work? It’s simple. Each word is 
there because of a relation. Let’s suppose 
the first one is there because of a dollar/peso 
relation, the second because of a dollar/
Argentinean peso relation, the third because 
of a dollar/Uruguayan peso relation, and 
the fourth because of a dollar/Paraguayan 
guaraní relation. Each value is divided by 4. 
Sometimes the division produces leftovers. 
If I divide 4 by 4 I get 1 as a result, but if I 
divide 5 by 4 I get 1 and I’m left with 1. If I 
divide 6 by 4 I get 1 and I’m left with 2 and 
if I do it with a 7 I’m left with 3. Thus I have 
four numbers relative to the leftovers: 0, 1, 2 
and 3. That constitutes the selection criteria 
because the coin with the biggest leftovers 
is privileged and that way is decided which 
word is used in each of the 9 cases.



The same was done with metals and other 
relations, such as euro/Congolese Franc 
or pound/Jamaican dollar. Always working 
with the colonizer/colonized relation, which 
is a debatable criterion because sometimes 
colonies colonize. For example, in the case 
of Chile that annexed Eastern Island. What 
does Chile have to do with Eastern Island? 
And, after all, isn’t almost the whole world a 
colony of the USA?



It must be said that in the seismometer 
version, “words” were substituted by 
fragments of Kircher that appeared by 
themselves. Kircher believed that the 
entrails of the Earth were like the innards 
of human beings.





That’s what Mundus Subterraneus is about. 
The parameters to discriminate in the lists 
of those fragments responded to another 
causal principle: the force of those stepping 
on the ground (and it doesn’t always have to 
do with the weight, because one child jumping 
all over can step heavier than a parsimonious 
fat man). This is Máquina Cóndor 2.0.





The “módulo de 4” (that’s the name of the 
operation used to discriminate, the one in 
the divisions) may be arbitrary, but I can 
make it even more deterministic (I can, for 
example, put each word by the action of an 
AFP, of an Isapre, or a real estate agency 
associated with a private university, etc.). 
Actions fluctuate. I can conceive of a search 
engine where I wouldn’t need to feed the 
motor with words, I could simply take the 
content of one newspaper and fully analyze 
it using simple cluster analysis. I can make it 
a whole 100% deterministic and much more 
precise.


